Introduction
The convex hull of a finite set of points has been a long standing problem in computer science owing to its relevance in computer graphics, design automation, pattern recognition, and operations research [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The problem has a number of well-known approaches which are summarized below and the reader is referred to [3] for a comprehensive review. Interest in fast solutions to the convex hull problem has been renewed recently with the increased emphasis on visual security measures, the availability of sophisticated image processing on mobile devices, computer gaming [21] , automatic collision detection techniques [20] and semantic web technologies to classify data.
In this paper we are concerned with the problem of generating the convex hull for a set of 2-D integer points (x,y) although the solution presented can easily be extended to fixed point representations by a suitable scaling and a reduction in density. The convex hull is the set of points, CH, which forms a perimeter containing all the other points. Alternatively, CH is a set of points which describes a polygon whose internal angles are each less than 180 0 . In other words all the interior points can be created from a linear combination of the set CH.
Chand and Kapur [23] presented one of the first solutions to the convex hull method using the 'gift-wrapping' approach which required O(n 2 ) steps. Graham [1] described the first O(nlog 2 n + Cn) method which essentially converted the 2-D points (x,y) to polar form (r, θ) and sorted on θ before scanning the list to determine the hull. Shamos [22] introduced several algorithms with O(nlog 2 n) using Divide and Conquer approaches to partition the point set into subsets, compute the hull of the subsets and then merge the results to compute the final hull [19] . Again these methods produce O(nlog 2 n) time complexity. Jarvis [29] reduced the time to O(nh) where h is the number of points on CH while output sensitive algorithms are known to compute the hull in O(nlog 2 h) time, Chan [30] . The search for a fast algorithm exploits the fact that a known partial ordering of the data set allows further savings by reducing the need to consider points several times. Sklansky produced a O(n) method in 1972 [10] that was subsequently proved incorrect. McCallum and Vis produced a correct version in 1979 and a series of improvements Lee, 1983 [6] , Preparata and Shamos, 1985 [9] , among others culminated with the method due to Melkman, 1987 [8] , here briefly reviewed in Section 2. Melkman's method is regarded as the most elegant because it requires minimal supporting apparatus and provides the hull in a single pass through the points.
A characteristic and limiting factor in these approaches is the time spent forming partial or total orders on the list of points. The O(nlog 2 n) methods require no restrictions on the initial point set because they produce a total order on the points before finding the hull while the O(n) methods assume that the point set forms a simple polygonal chain. The latter assumption controls the order of the points sufficiently to limit the scan options and avoids backtracking.
In this paper we introduce the idea of a ranking function that creates an ordering of the points to build a simple polygonal chain (see Section 3). The advantage of the ranking is that it produces the ordering faster than sorting and so produces the conditions for an O(n) method without a full sort, (see Section 4). As a result we produce a fast method that lifts the restriction imposed by previous methods and approaches O(n) (see Section 5) under conditions that are easily realised in practice as shown by the examples in Section 6.
Definitions and Preliminaries
A more formal definition of the convex hull is as follows (see [13, 15, 16] 
for introductions) :
Given a finite set S of size n =|S| with 2-D points v i =(x i ,y i ) the convex hull is the set CH of size h=|CH| of points p j =(x j ,y j ) that form a bounding polygon containing all the points in S.
The set CH is a special case of the affine hull of a set of points:
where the coefficients a i are confided to be nonnegative.
A simple polygonal chain is a graph with a set of vertices w i =(x i ,y i ) ordered such that w i w i+1 are edges linking the vertices together such that no edges intersect. It follows trivially that when a single edge is deleted from the cycle formed by the convex set CH it describes a simple polygonal chain when the vertices are scanned in clockwise (or counter clockwise) direction (see Figure 1) . Note that the definition does not demand that B encloses a rectangular region but this is the usual and easiest interpretation to work with and will be adopted for the rest of the paper. (j)) = j. It is not necessary in our method for the inverse ranking function to be in closed form and computable but it simplifies the operational details if these conditions are satisfied. A well-formed function f() maps each point in S to a unique value in the range 1...m and creates a simple polygonal chain. Additionally the computation time has to be comparable to IsLeft() for comparison purposes.
Next define the density of the point set S. Suppose that m is the number of points enclosed by the convex hull of the bounding box B then it is clear that each point of S is given a unique index by applying f(). Since m is also the area of the bounding box B we can define the ratio of points in the data set S to the points in the box B as D = n/m. Hence D represents how densely packed the box B is with respect to S. Since n = Dm where 0< D < 1 or m = kn where k>0 as n→m, k→1, density provides a way to measure if the size m is a simple linear scaling of n. The implication is that if the data is sufficiently dense the ranking method will remain O(n). Later we will relax this restriction.
A review of the Melkman Method
In 1987, Melkman provided an O(n) convex hull method, see [8] for full details. Here we present only a summary to capture the essence of the idea. Given the set of n points S arranged in a simple polygonal chain it is possible to traverse the point set and consider each point only once to determine if it is in the convex hull.
The constraint on the ordering of the vertices defines a window in which the next point of the hull must lie and so this simplifies the test for adding a point to the hull. The key to the algorithm is to define a Deque data structure which represents a partial chain of the convex hull. Suppose the deque is defined by d and the subscripts t and b define the top and bottom of the deque respectively. Elements can be introduced or removed by the corresponding operation of push/pop to the top or add/delete to the bottom. The top and bottom of the deque are identical at the end of each step representing that the hull is a simple chain that wraps around to form a cycle. 
The original paper provides a full analysis but since each point is considered only once and once placed on the Deque can only be deleted at most twice this implies that the method requires O(n) operations involving the IsLeft() function.
Hence the result of the current paper is to define a way to produce a simple chain in O(n). It then follows from the above argument that there exists a convex hull algorithm which is also O(n) and which places no restrictions on the point set making the technique generally applicable.
A simple Ranking Method
The idea of the ranking function is designed to first compute an ordering of the points and then shuffle the points to make them easily accessible to the Melkham method. The basis of this approach is to construct a pseudo-hash function which maps the points into a simple classification set in which the rank determines the position on the required polygonal chain. Since we are confined to 2-D this implies a way of traversing the bounding box B in a manner that describes a simple chain of points. There are numerous candidate functions and we only consider a simple ranking function to illustrate the method. Additional papers (in preparation) explore more sophisticated ranking. where r =f(i,j) , '%' is the remainder and div is the division operator returning an integer result.
The following lemmas establish that the ranking function (or zig-zag) produces a simple chain.
Lemma 1: Given n < m integer points v i = (x i ,y i ) inside a bounding box of m = m 1 *m 2 points there exists a simple chain described by the mapping f 1 (i,j) = (i-1)*m 2 + j .
Proof: [by construction]
Suppose each column of the bounding box contains n i points from S such that n 1 + n 2 + … +n m1 = n. Then the n i points on a given column can be joined in a simple chain. Let the first true point be at (i,a i ) and the last at (i,b i ) then the chain is formed by running from (i,a i ) to (i,b i ) connecting any points from S and bypassing points not in S. Adjacent columns i and i+1 are connected by an edge from (i, b i ) to (i+1, a i+1 ) for i= 1 ... m 1 -1. This creates a simple chain covering all the point in S.
Lemma 2: Given n < m integer points v i = (x i ,y i ) inside a bounding box of m = m 1 *m 2 points there exists a simple chain described by the mapping f 2 (i,j) = (j-1)*m 1 + i .
Apply the reasoning in lemma 1 row-wise.
Thus we have established that the mapping function f() preserves the polygonal chain property on the sparse set of points to be considered inside the box B compared to scanning the full set of points inside the box. This is a necessary condition of the ranking function. An algorithm for computing the convex hull follows straightforwardly:
Step 1: find the maximum and minimum x and y in the points set S. (defines B and m)
Step 2: Translate the point set S to a set S' using (x',y') = (x-x min +1, y -y min + 1)
Step 3: For each point v in S' compute BLOOM(f(v)) and INDIRECT (f(v))
Step 4: Shuffle INDIRECT
Step 5: Apply the Melkham method with v i = v INDIRECT(j) for j = 1 ... n from S
Step 1 requires a scan of n points so is O(n).
Step 2 requires a translation for each point to simplify the computation of f() and is O(n).
Step 3 requires n evaluations of the rank function f() so is O(n).
Step 4 requires at most O(m) steps. And Step 5 is O(n) by discussion in the previous section. Since none of the operations in the above steps is more costly than IsLeft() we can conclude that the overall method is O(n + m), given that n ≤ m, the overall method is in fact O(m). However Step 4 can be accelerated significantly.
A Fast Shuffling method
We can do better by exploiting the fact that BLOOM can be used to rapidly skip gaps in INDIRECT to create a fast shuffle technique. To establish the principle first consider the problem of extracting only the 1-bits in a binary string [24] . In general a b-bit piece of data will require 2 b bits to represent all possibilities. Suppose that we wish to install the entries 8, 14, 4, 5, 2 into a set stored as a bit string, b=4 and we require a 16 bit number arranged as shown in Table 1 . The string in Table 1 is the value 16692 in base 10 and we can extract the original data by applying the iteration procedure shown in Table 2 using the recurrence x j = x j-1 & (x j-1 -1), where x 0 = 16692, '&' is the bit-wise logical AND, and s = log (x j-1 -x j ).
Iter. x xj-1-xj s  0  16692  1  16688  4  2  2  16672  16  4  3  16640  32  5  4  16384  256  8  5  0  16384  14  Table 2 : iteration process to extract index of 1-bits Theorem 1: Given any positive integer x, where n bits are set to one in a binary string of k bits, x = 0 after n iterations of the step defined by x j = (x j-1 -1) & x j-1 the set bit positions are log (x j-1 -x j ).
Proof: [by induction]
The definition of a binary integer representation for any positive integer x of k bits is given by
Let the n bits that are set to one to be found at positions p r for r= 1, 2, …, n, thus Basis: For n = 1, and ( ) this follows by using two's complement arithmetic to compute on a k bit number. The 2's complement of (-1) has the form
And it follows that x 1 =0 since all the lower significant bits to p 1 sum to 1 and all bits after and including p 1 force a carry in the above expression. Now, and ( ) Next step: n=2 then and ( ) using the above definition of (-1)
( ) ( )
Since the bit a p 1 triggers a carry which then ripples towards bit p 2 which evaluates to 3 retaining bit p 2 and passing on the ripple. Hence it follows that x 1 contains only the non-zero bits in x 0 except for position p 1 which is set to zero. Thus bit p 1 has been eliminated with yielding the difference and ( ) .
Assumption: theorem holds for r=n-1 and test for r=n.
At step r=t by definition and the assumption Hence ( ) and so
( ( ))
Yielding From which the result follows for r> 3. Hence true for all n.
[end of proof]
The above theorem allows a straightforward extension to the shuffle problem by observing that BLOOM is a bit string of length m and that extracting the 1-bits produces the indexing required for INDIRECT. A revised version of Shuffle is given below:
The job of Convert is to simply generate a decimal number from the array BLOOM and from Theorem 1, it is clear that the while loop requires at most O(n) iterations. Unfortunately, the variable num requires m-bits and m≥n so although the performance is O(n) the data size depends on the size of the bounding box. In general the number of operations in Bits_Shuffle cannot be compared directly with IsLeft().
To address this problem, let p be the number of bits required to represent x or y of the data point (x,y) and hence the complexity of computations in IsLeft().The value p can be used to partition BLOOM into p-bit numbers. Let r = ceil(m/p) then r represents the number of buckets required to quantise the ranking data in a way that assigns no more than p data points to each bucket. Each bucket then becomes a separate BLOOM vector which can be used to form a fast shuffle. Observe that Fast_Shuffle uses data of size p-bits rather than the m-bits used in Bit_Shuffle and so is comparable to the IsLeft() operations in the Melkham method. The outer loop executes r = Int(m/p) times and the while loop executes once for each bit set in BLOOM(j). By the construction of BLOOM we see that the n points in S are distributed across the buckets and since there are no duplicates the bits can only be set once. Hence if t j is the number of bits set in bucket j Theorem 2: Fast_Shuffle has complexity O(n) when n ≥ r and O(n + C(m/p -n)) when n < r.
Proof [by exhaustion of cases]
Case 1 (n≥r) : The term C(m/p-n) is bounded by n and effectively disappears. By the pigeon hole principle we know each BLOOM vector has at most ceil(n/p) slots. Assuming a uniform distribution of points such that each BLOOM vector contains some real data the result follows straightforwardly since m/p < n. Next consider a case when some BLOOM vectors are zero. For example say m = 64 and p = 16 so r = m/p = 4, for n = 37 (n > r) and suppose BLOOM = [16, 16, 5 , 0] we still have to check the last BLOOM entry, so we have O(n + m/p -ceil(n/p)). Since p>1, ceil(n/p) < n likewise, m/p < n and so is still O(n) overall. Since there are less than n zero BLOOM values this argument can be applied inductively on increasing the number of empty buckets.
Case 2 (n<r) :The m/p-n additional operations are the tests for when BLOOM(j) =0. Since such a test can be computed in constant time of at most p-bit checks (this is O (1) 
And so the case holds when for some small constant, k,
[end of proof]
Below we use this fact to produce an upper bound on checking the zero BLOOM entries using p and the density of the point set and show that this is satisfied under quite ordinary circumstances.
The apparently more costly operation found in Fast_Shuffle, the log function, is easily computed by hardware support for bit operations found in most major processor manufacturers. For instance, from table 2, s = 4 is calculated directly by applying the so called intrinsic operation of count trailing zeros (ctz, see [25] ) to the bit pattern "10000" (16 10 ) at iteration 2. This operation is accepted directly by the compiler, so the explicit call to a log() function disappears. We have validated the Fast_Shuffle procedure using the ctz instruction and it is much faster than an explicit call to log() and comparable to the basic operations in IsLeft().
Complexity argument
The above discussion establishes that the ranking approach is O(n) when n = m/p since the second term vanishes. Likewise when n > m/p the shuffle technique cannot execute more than n steps and again the second term is removed. This leaves only the case n <m/p to consider.
Recalling the definition of density we see that:
This implies that the algorithm starts to drift away from linear performance when density of points drops below the reciprocal of the bit-length used in the computation. For current computing equipment bit lengths are of the order 32 or 64 bits. This suggests that more than 1 in 32 or 1 in 64 of the points inside the bounding box need to be members of the point set for the rank method to perform in linear time.
The latter is a conservative result since imposing the inequality from theorem 2:
Also provides linearity. In this case a simple re-organisation yields ( ) Again for p=32, D>0.0000071= 7.1x10 -6 and for p=64, D>00000092=9.2x10 -7 which is a density of more than one in a hundred thousand or one in a million points. So for practical purposes we conclude that the presented algorithm is effectively linear. 24% -54% Table 3 . Typical densities of convex hulls Typical densities evaluated from five different areas that exploit convex hulls are shown in Table 3 . Figure 3 The ranking time percentage to the total execution time also has a linear trend, although it appears to flatten to around 15% when n = 8192 for m small and n = 65536 for n big . These two points are consistent to n > r (=m/p) as predicted. It can also be seen that these values correspond roughly to D = 1/p of around 3%. We analysed the effect of the blocking size p. For this we maintained m fixed at m = 640*480 while we varied n from densities below 1% to around 42% for three natural p sizes of 16, 32 and 64. We used the counting trailing zero intrinsic function (ctz) in the experiments and found that p = 64 is always a better option resulting in improvements ranging from around 5% to 40% compared to p = 32 although the improvement decreases for larger densities. The test architecture was a 64-bit machine.
Field of Application

Discussion
There are also other ways to ensure that the algorithm performs in a linear time. A simple approach is to choose a ranking function that minimises the difference m-n. Clearly if the ranking function is perfect in the sense that m=n then D=1 and the above conditions are immediately satisfied. Another approach is to relax the restriction on the bounding box, B. A rectangular shape is easy to scan and so index but in principle all that is required is for the method to produce a shape that encloses the points S. In principle any affine set would suffice provided we apply a generating function for the interior points in which the complexity of the function is limited to a simple multiple of IsLeft().
The choice of ranking function can also help in minimising the amount of backtracking (or Deque manipulation) of points in the Melkman method by scanning in a manner that maximises the size of the emerging hull. The authors have explored a number of functions with these properties and will report the outcomes in follow-up papers. We mention two here for completeness. The Cantor counting technique scans a 2-D area by diagonals which opens up the hull to the widest extend as quickly as possible provided the points are mapped into a single quadrant by a suitable transformation like step 2 of the algorithm. An integer spiral also enumerates the 2-D plane but cannot be used as a ranking function without modification because the distribution of n points along the spiral of length m does not produce a simple chain of points. That is, there is a function and an inverse mapping but the necessary condition (see lemma 1 and 2) does not apply for spirals in general.
By finding a box of m points that encloses all n 2-D points, where m > n, this method is faster than any O(nlog 2 n) convex hull method when ratios n/m ≥ 1/log 2 n. In fact, this paper argues that the method approaches O(n) due to typical densities n/m of practical applications of convex hulls. The method is outlined as five steps, using the Melkman O(n) convex hull method as the last step. The first steps creates a simple polygonal chain required for Melkman to proceed without the need of an explicit sorting of the points.
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced the idea of a ranking function to provide a total order of points without sorting by comparison thus circumventing the O(nlog 2 n) limit for finding the convex hull of a 2-D set on an unordered set of point of size n. The range of the ranking function is expressed as the area of a bounding box (m) and the density D=n/m used to construct and analyse a fast ordering (shuffle) method to prepare the points for consumption by the well-known O(n) method due to Melkham.
By using the complexity of the basic bit operations associated with the Melkham method we were able to show that the density properties required for O(n) performance are satisfied in quite ordinary circumstances. Application of the technique to large image databases provided empirical evidence that the method does indeed produce linear performance.
Finally, in this text, we explored only a simple ranking function. We are aware that many other such functions exist. We will publish analysis of several more sophisticated functions shortly. However it remains a challenge to construct a general function that is efficient in the sense that it minimises the metric m-n>0 and provides the tightest fitting bounding box and hence highest density.
